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01.

BRIGHT

EYEWEAR

INTRODUCTION
Elevating Eyewear Quality & Design. Nestled in Wenzhou, China, we are a pioneer in 
crafting and exporting premium eyewear. With over a decade of expertise, we excel 
in delivering unparalleled eyewear design, stringent quality control, and efficient 
supply chain solutions. Discover the difference of working with a distinguished 
eyewear manufacturer dedicated to enhancing quality at every step. Let's explore 
how our eyewear factory can illuminate your collection.



02.

ACETATE
OPTICAL

Favored for their stylish designs, lightweight 
comfort, and robust durability. They offer a 
wide range of customization options, 
including vibrant colors and unique 
patterns, while maintaining a timeless 
elegance.

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Elevate your style with our latest hexagon lens shape optical featuring metal 
temples for a modern touch. Experience unparalleled comfort with their 
lightweight design and embrace individuality with the vibrant hues of colorful 
acetate. 

BOA01026 C1 INS风格图片一张

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A timeless accessory that combines classic style with modern 
functionality. Crafted with attention to detail, these frames feature rivet 
fixed hinges for durability and reliability. The acetate construction 
ensures lightweight comfort, while the classical lens shape adds a touch 
of sophistication to any look.

BOA01030 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Elevate your style with our latest hexagon lens shape optical 
featuring metal temples for a modern touch. Experience 
unparalleled comfort with their lightweight design and embrace 
individuality with the vibrant hues of colorful acetate. 

BOA01035 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A perfect blend of elegance and functionality. Crafted with 
precision, these frames feature spring hinges for a 
comfortable and secure fit. The slight cat-eye shape adds a 
touch of femininity and sophistication to your look. Made 
from high-quality acetate, these frames offer durability and 
style. The metal trim on the temple adds a subtle yet stylish 
accent, elevating your eyewear game to new heights. Make 
a statement with our Women's Optical Frame, where fashion 
meets function.

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE

BOA00860 C5



Crafted with precision, these frames feature rivet fixed hinges for lasting reliability. The 
acetate construction ensures both strength and comfort, while the metal trim on the 
front adds a touch of refinement. With a round lens shape that exudes timeless 
appeal, these frames stand out with a unique matte and shiny combined surface finish. 
Elevate your eyewear collection with our Men's Optical Frame, the perfect fusion of 
form and function.

BOA01038 C4

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A fusion of timeless elegance and modern 
design. Crafted with precision, these frames 
feature spring hinges for a comfortable and 
adjustable fit. The oval lens shape adds a touch 
of sophistication to your look, while the acetate 
front ensures durability and style. Complete 
with metal temples featuring a brushed color 
finish, these frames exude understated luxury. 
Elevate your eyewear collection with our 
Women's Optical Frame, the epitome of 
elegance and refinement.

BOA00862 C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A timeless blend of vintage charm and contemporary sophistication. Crafted with 
meticulous attention to detail, these frames feature spring hinges for a comfortable 
and secure fit. The acetate front provides durability and style, while the double-color 
plating metal temple adds a touch of elegance. With metal trim on the front, these 
frames exude understated luxury.

BOA01033 C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Engineered with precision, these frames boast spring 
hinges for a comfortable and secure fit. The 2 colors 
acetate front not only offers durability but also adds a 
touch of sophistication to your look. Complemented by 
metal temples and a sleek metal top bar, these frames 
embody modern elegance with a timeless appeal. 
Elevate your eyewear collection with our Men's Optical 
Frame, the epitome of sophistication and style.

BOA00832 C4

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Designed with precision, these frames feature spring hinges for a comfortable and 
adjustable fit. The colored lens rim and the cat-eye lens shape add a touch of 
glamour and femininity to your look, while the acetate front ensures durability and 
style. Complete with metal temples adorned with a delicate diamond accent, these 
frames exude timeless charm and luxury.

BOA00934 C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



03.

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE

METAL
OPTICAL

Prized for their sleek design, durability, and 
lightweight comfort. They offer versatility in 
style and finish, making them a timeless 
choice for eyewear enthusiasts.



A blend of classic style and contemporary design. With fixed hinges for durability and 
reliability, these frames are crafted to last. The imitation wood acetate trim metal adds 
a touch of sophistication and warmth, bringing a literary-inspired aesthetic to your 
eyewear. Embrace timeless elegance with our Men's Optical Frame, where tradition 
meets modernity in every detail. Redefine your look with literary-inspired 
sophistication.

BOM00853 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A perfect blend of style and functionality. Crafted with 
precision, these frames feature a distinctive milling rim that 
adds a touch of modern sophistication to your look. 
Available in a variety of vibrant colors, they allow you to 
express your individuality with ease. With fixed hinges for 
durability, our Neutral Optical Frame offers both style and 
reliability. Elevate your eyewear collection with our Neutral 
Optical Frame and make a statement with every wear.

BOM00863 C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Engineered with spring hinges for optimal comfort, 
these frames boast a classic round lens shape that 
transcends trends. Vibrant and colorful accents add 
a playful touch, while the transparent temple end 
trim adds a subtle yet chic detail.

BOM00880 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with fixed hinges for durability, these frames are 
adorned with exquisite wood leather decoration, exuding a 
sense of refined luxury. Inspired by literary design, these frames 
add a touch of timeless charm to your eyewear collection. 
Elevate your style with our Men's Optical Frame, the perfect 
blend of tradition and contemporary fashion. Redefine 
sophistication with every wear.

BOM00854 C2

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Designed with spring hinges for a comfortable fit, these frames feature a captivating 
cat-eye lens shape that exudes femininity and style. The metal temple end trim adds a 
touch of sophistication, while the colorful accents infuse vibrancy and personality into 
your look.

BOM00879 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



A seamless blend of classic design and modern innovation. Crafted with 
spring hinges for comfort and durability, these frames feature an aviator lens 
shape that exudes timeless style. Adorned with a subtle grid pattern 
decoration, they add a touch of sophistication to your look.

BOM00861 C2

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with a durable metal frame, these frames 
feature spring hinges for added comfort and 
flexibility. The distinctive milling rim adds a touch of 
modern sophistication, setting you apart from the 
crowd. With color painting that imitates acetate 
patterns, these frames combine classic style with 
contemporary flair. Elevate your eyewear game with 
our Men's Optical Frame and make a statement of 
style and individuality.

BOM00865 C3

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with precision, these frames boast a distinctive milling rim for 
a touch of modern sophistication. The hexagon lens shape adds a 
unique flair, setting you apart from the crowd. Available in a variety of 
vibrant colors, these frames allow you to express your individuality 
with ease. With fixed hinges for durability, our Neutral Optics offer 
both style and functionality in one sleek package. Redefine your 
eyewear experience with our Neutral Optics and make a statement 
wherever you go.

BOM00862 C2

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



03.

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE

SUN
GLASSES

Provide vital UV protection, reduce glare, 
and enhance visual clarity, ensuring 
comfortable outdoor activities while adding 
a stylish touch to any look.



Designed with spring hinges for a comfortable and 
secure fit, these sunglasses are crafted from high-
quality acetate, ensuring both strength and 
sophistication. Protect your eyes in style with our 
Sunglasses, perfect for sunny days and outdoor 
adventures. Elevate your look and shield your eyes 
with fashion-forward flair.

BSA00327 C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with a distinctive cat-eye shape, these 
sunglasses offer a stylish and feminine touch to any 
outfit. Featuring a fixed hinge for durability, they ensure 
a secure fit for all-day wear. The milling rim adds a 
touch of sophistication, while the integration temple 
provides a seamless and sleek aesthetic. With a 
stunning 2-color plating, these sunglasses offer a bold 
and eye-catching finish. Elevate your style with our 
Cat-eye Sunglasses, the perfect accessory for any 
occasion.

BSM00060

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



the epitome of modern style and timeless elegance. Featuring 
spring hinges for a comfortable and flexible fit, these sunglasses are 
crafted with premium acetate for durability and sophistication. The 
metal trim on the temple adds a touch of refinement, while the 
beveled brow design enhances the frame's sleek aesthetic.

BSA00355 C4

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with a durable metal frame and spring hinges for comfort 
and flexibility, these sunglasses feature sleek square lens shapes that 
offer a bold and modern look. The plaid pattern detailing adds a 
touch of unique flair, ensuring you stand out from the crowd with 
every wear. Elevate your eyewear collection with our Metal Square 
Sunglasses, perfect for adding a stylish edge to any outfit while 
providing superior sun protection and undeniable style.

BSM00119  C1

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



Crafted with fixed hinges for a comfortable fit, these sunglasses 
feature premium acetate frames for durability and style. The metal 
trim on the temple adds a refined accent, while the bevel unibrow 
design exudes modern elegance. Elevate your look and shield your 
eyes in style with our Sunglasses, perfect for any sunny day outing 
or fashion statement.

BSA00346  C2

PRODUCT 

SHOWCASE



CONTACT US FOR MORE DESIGNS

WWW.B-EYEWEAR.COM

EMAIL:
Hanson@B-eyewear.com
Dan@B-eyewear.com

YOUR QUALIFIED &PROFESSIONAL EYEWEAR SUPPLIER 

http://www.b-eyewear.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/31368590/admin/feed/posts/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIqRl8sdoocMLBe2wk9LKuw

